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Abstract 

Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) technology is an important breakthrough in the 
field of communication systems in recent years. It can greatly improve the transmission 
reliability and channel capacity of wireless communication. It is a key technology that 
promotes the progress of wireless communication systems. The detection of MIMO 
technology is an important subject that needs to be studied in depth. At the receiver side, 
the maximum likelihood detection algorithm has the best detection performance in the 
MIMO system, but its complexity increases exponentially with MNT, and the 
computational complexity is too high, whether it is simulation or hardware 
implementation is very difficult. In order to reduce the complexity, many sub-optimal 
detection algorithms have been proposed. Existing detection algorithms include 
minimum mean square error (MMSE) detection algorithm, zero forcing (ZF) detection 
algorithm, nonlinear detection algorithm, and sphere detection algorithm (sphere 
detection, SD). Different signal detection algorithms have different effects on ensuring 
signal transmission, so it is very important to choose a suitable signal detection 
algorithm. Based on the MIMO system, the signal linear detection technology in the MIMO 
communication system and its application and the latest development are analyzed. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, a large-scale MIMO [1] (Multiple-Input Multiple-Output) system equipped with a 

large number of antennas at the base station has become a hot spot in 5G mobile communication 

systems. With the development of wireless communication services, people are demanding higher 

and higher data rates, and traditional communication methods have approached Shannon's limit 

through the use of certain channel coding methods, and it is very difficult to increase spectrum 

utilization. In this case, MIMO technology can simultaneously bring diversity gain and spatial 

multiplexing gain, making it a powerful competitive solution for future mobile communication 

systems. The detector of MIMO communication system [2] is a key module in the practical process 

of MIMO technology. It is the goal that people pursue to choose a detection method that has good 

detection performance and is easy to implement by hardware. There are three kinds of linear detectors 

commonly used in MIMO systems: zero-forcing detection (ZF, Zero-forcing), minimum mean square 

error detection (MMSE), and an iterative-based approximate linear detection algorithm. This article 

will introduce in detail the principles and improvements of these three linear detectors.   
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2. Signal linear detection algorithm of MIMO systemSection Headings 

2.1 Zero Forcing Detection (ZF) 

2.1.1 Overview of Zero Forcing Algorithm 

The zero-forcing algorithm [3] was proposed by Lucky in 1965. He omitted the additive noise of the 

channel in the analysis, so the solution obtained by the algorithm is not necessarily the best in the 

case of actual noise, but it is easy to implement. Zero-forcing detection is a commonly used detector 

in MIMO systems. The core of the zero-forcing detection algorithm is to filter the signal vector of the 

received signal through a filter matrix to completely eliminate the inter-symbol interference sent by 

multiple antennas [4]. 

The weighting matrix of ZF is 

GZF = (H
HH)−1HH                              (1) 

Thus, the estimated value formula of the transmitted signal x is: 

x̂ZF =  GZFy =  (H
HH)−1HHy                         (2) 

In the formula, HHH is the conjugate transpose matrix of 𝐻. 

It can be seen from formula (2) that the ZF detection algorithm completely eliminates the interference 

between the transmitted signals, but the HHH matrix solution is complex, and it is easy to over-

amplify the noise of the detected signal during the detection process, resulting in errors in the 

detection result, The ZF estimation error is: 

eZF = E{(x̂ − x)(x̂ − x)
H} =  σ2(HHH)−1                    (3) 

2.1.2 Defects of zero-forcing algorithm 

In the design of zero-forcing equalizer, the additive noise is ignored, and there is additive noise in 

actual communication, which causes a problem [5]: In actual communication, when the amplitude-

frequency characteristic of the channel transfer function is When a certain frequency has a large 

attenuation, since the filter characteristics of the equalizer are inverse to the channel characteristics, 

the zero-forcing equalizer has a large amplitude gain at this frequency. When the actual channel has 

additive noise, due to the zero-forcing filter The transfer function of the converter at this frequency 

has a large amplitude gain, so the output noise of the system will increase, resulting in a decrease in 

the output signal-to-noise ratio of the system. 

2.1.3 Related improved algorithms (transceive combined with packet zero-forcing algorithm)  

In order to reduce the number of antennas required at the base station end of the zero-forcing 

algorithm, only the maximum equivalent channel after receiving and combining processing is 

subjected to zero-forcing CCI suppression [6]. The zero-forcing algorithm combined with transceiver 

is described as: 

{
Wk,opt  =  arg max

Rk∈C
1×nR,Wk∈C

nT×1
(∥ RkHkWk ∥F

2) ,

subject to ∶  RiHiWk = 0, (i, k = 1,2,⋯K, i ≠ k)
                 (4) 

make H̅K =  [(R1H1)
H⋯(Rk−1Hk−1)

H(Rk+1Hk+1)
H⋯(RKHK)

H]H , At this time, H̅K  is (K −
1) × n dimensions. To satisfy the existence of null space, the number of antennas required at the 

base station satisfies 1 ≤  nT − (K − 1), which is only related to the number of users and has nothing 

to do with the number of user receiving antennas, Reducing the number of antennas required at the 

base station. Moreover, when the number of antennas at the base station side is constant, the number 

of antennas required for zero-forcing interference suppression is reduced, so the number of antennas 

that provide diversity increases, so that the equivalent channel gain increases 

2.2 Minimum mean square error detection (MMSE) 

2.2.1 MMSE algorithm overview 

The minimum mean square error (MMSE) detection algorithm can be regarded as an evolution of ZF 

detection. The basic idea is to calculate the difference between the estimated value of the antenna 
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transmitted signal and the detection output, and let their mean square error expected value Minimize 

[7]. which is: 

TMMSE = argmin
T
E ∥ Ty − x ∥2                          (5) 

According to the principle of orthogonality: 

E{(TMMSEy − x)y
H} = 0                             (6) 

After simplification, we get: 

TMMSE = H
H(HHH+ σ2Ik)

−1 = (HHH+ σ2Ik)
−1HH                (7) 

The above equation uses the matrix inverse principle, so the estimated signal obtained by filtering the 

output is: 

x̂MMSE =  TMMSEy =  H
H(HHH+ σ2Ik)

−1HHy =  W−1ŷ               (8) 

Among them, W = HHH + σ2Ik  is the filter matrix for MMSE detection, and �̂� =  𝐻𝐻𝑦 is the 

matched filter output. The estimated covariance matrix is: 

CovMMSE =  E{(x̂ − x)(x̂ − x)
H} =  σ2(HHH+ σ2Ik)

−1               (9) 

Compared with linear ZF detection, MMSE detection achieves a good balance between interference 

cancellation and noise enhancement by jointly reducing the total error caused by interference and 

noise in the channel. Therefore, the linear MMSE detector has better detection performance than the 

ZF detector in the case of low signal-to-noise ratio. When the signal-to-noise ratio is high, MMSE 

detection performance converges to ZF detection. 

2.2.2 Related improved algorithm (improved MMSE algorithm based on iteration) 

According to the symmetric positive definite characteristic of the massive MIMO system MMSE 

filter matrix W = HHH+ σ2Ik, the linear equation Wx̂ = b can be solved iteratively, that is, let 

W = P + Q, where P is a nonsingular matrix, then linear The equation Wx̂ = b can be equivalent to: 

X̂ =  −P−1QX̂ + P−1b                             (10) 

The iterative form of equation (10) is: 

X̂(i+1) = −P−1QX̂(i) + P−1b                          (11) 

Where  i represents the number of iterations. From equation (11), it can be seen that the key to the 

convergence of this iteration method is to find a matrix P that satisfies the convergence condition. 

Therefore, [8] proposed a new construction matrix P. The structure of the matrix as follows: 

P =  

{
 
 

 
 

wi,j, j − 1  i  j, imod4 = 1

wi,j, j  i  j + 1, imod4 = 2

wi,j, j − 1  i  j + 2, imod4 = 3

wi,j, j  i  j + 3, imod4 = 0

0, others

                       (12) 

In order to verify the feasibility of the proposed method, the convergence of the method is analyzed 

below. From equation (11), the convergence condition of the iterative equation is: 

lim
i→∞

(−P−1Q)i = 0                              (13) 

Let λn denote the eigenvalue of matrix – P−1Q, and vn
T denote the eigenvalue of the eigenvalue, 

then we can get: 

−P−1Qvn
T =  λn vn

T                            (14) 

Because W = P+ Q, formula (13) can be expressed as: 

vn(P −W)vn
T = λn vnPvn

T                        (15) 

Taking the conjugate transpose of both sides of the equation (15) at the same time, we can get: 

vn(P
H −W)vn

T = λnvnPvn
T                        (16) 
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From equation (15) and equation (16): 

vn(P + P
H − 2W)vn

T = λnvnP
Hvn

T                     (17) 

Let A = PH − Q, we get: 

P + PH − 2W = A −W                         (18) 

P + PH = A +W                            (19) 

From equation (18) and equation (19), equation (17) can be expressed as: 

(1 − λn)vnAvn
T =  (1 + λn)vnWvn

T                     (20) 

Because in the massive MIMO system, the filter matrix W is a strictly diagonally dominant and 

positive definite matrix, and the matrix A =  PH − Q retains all the diagonal elements of the matrix 

W, so A is a strictly diagonally dominant Hermit matrix, so the following inequality holds: 

vnWvn
T > 0                               (21) 

vnAvn
T > 0                               (22) 

From equations (20), (21), (22):  

(1 − λn)(1 + λn) > 0                         (23) 

From equation (23), we obtain |λn| < 1, that is, the eigenvalue of matrix –P−1Q is less than 1, so 

the convergence condition (13) is established, and the proposed iteration method can be. 

2.2.3 Approximate linear detection algorithm based on iteration 

The MMSE linear detection algorithm in the massive MIMO system needs to perform the inversion 

operation of the filter matrix, and the computational complexity increases with a cubic number, 

resulting in the complexity being unbearable when the number of antennas at the receiving and 

transmitting ends is large [9]. Therefore, the iterative method of solving linear equations in numerical 

analysis is introduced into the massive MIMO system, and the approximate best linear detection 

performance can be obtained. Mainly introduced are Neumann series expansion [10], GS iteration, 

SOR iteration and so on. 

3. Conclusion 

Large-scale multiple-input multiple-output systems have received widespread attention because of 

their high achievable data rate and the reliability of the future wireless network connection. Since 

multiple antennas are located on the transmitter or receiver, multiple antenna paths are the main 

reason for achieving high throughput. As an important part of receiving correct signals at the receiving 

end, signal detection has always been one of the key research points of massive MIMO systems. This 

article explains the principles of several algorithms often mentioned in the detection algorithm of 

MIMO systems, and analyzes the classic signal linear detection algorithms in traditional MIMO 

systems, including ZF, MMSE, and iterative-based approximate linear detection algorithms. Each 

classic algorithm is analyzed in detail, and the detection performance of each algorithm and the 

advantages and disadvantages of each algorithm are discussed. In addition, the improved algorithms 

of ZF and MMSE detection algorithms are also analyzed in detail. 
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